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Imagine for a moment the historical records and archives of your fellowship. Imagine a spacious room with fluorescent lighting that illuminates row after row of filing cabinets containing everything of significance
ever printed or produced by Narcotics Anonymous . Everything is catalogued and can be retrieved by a special worker at a moment's notice.
Sadly, the day that NA's archives will be stored in this manner is still in
the future , even though most of the documentation in existence is now in
the possession of the World Service Office.
In March of 1997, George Hallahan, one of the executive codirectors of
WSO, received a phone call from a representative of Jimmy K's heirs , asking if the WSO wished to obtain the contents of Jimmy's estate that were
pertinent to NA.
Saying that WSO was "interested " would be an understatement. As
George put it, "I was both surprised and overjoyed. l had been waiting for
just such an opportunity since the mid- l 980s." After certain arrangements
had been made, George picked up the archives and brought them to WSO.
If the vision of a historical archive described above is a dream , what
arrived at WSO was a nightmare-rotting cardboard boxes , filing cabinets with recovery-oriented bumper stickers plastered all over, broken
office equipment. reel -to-reel tapes-it was a mess. though it did have
character. There it sat in the middle of NA's modern and professional
World Service Office. looking totally out of place.
However, a mere glance at the disorder inspired awe. NA's beginnings
were remarkably humble-especially in light of how far we've come! A
worldwide fellowship grew out of this. There is a Higher Power!

------Continued on page 3
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Trusted servants do a variety of things for Narcotics Anonymous: make coffee,
develop guidelines, represent members at gatherings where decisions are made,
plan conventions, discuss and speak on Issues of concern to NA as a whole, write
recovery literature, and so on. So what do all trusted servants have in common,
regardless of their tasks? What are all these different efforts aimed at?
In a word, continuity. Everyone who serves NA helps to ensure that the message
is carried forward-intact-to the next "gene ration" of newcomers.
That's what this issue of the NA Way is concerned with-how the message of
recovery has thrived and been carried from addict to addict for nearly fifty years.
Oh sure, some things have changed about the presentation of NA's message. Some
points have been brought into sharper focus, and much has been revealed about
day-to-day recovery, but the essential message-that no addict seeking recovery
need die without a chance to find a better way of life. and that the better way can
be found in NA-hasn't changed a bit since NA's founders wished for it and set it in
motion in 1953.
Those founders are important. It is because of them that many of us are alive
and living clean today. For many years, NA as a whole did not know much about its
own beginnings, but that is changing now with WSO's acquisition of some important records concerning NA's beginnings. We are finally able to explore our history
in detail. to see how the decisions made over the years have brought us to where
we are today. We're finally able to say with certainty, and prove it with documentation, that a specific person was present at a certain meeting or involved in a certain
decision that resulted in a specific event.
We've only scratched the surface. As you will see in the feature stories in this
issue, there's a long way to go before we can make NA's history widely available to
our fellowship. Certainly there will be additional displays of memorabilia at WSO,
but there will also have to be a "portable display" for our members who cannot
travel to Chatsworth, California. As is often the case, more will be revealed about
this, and we'll let you know as we find out more.
Continued on page 6
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The NA Way Magazine welcomes letters from all readers. Letters to the editor can
respond to any article that has appeared in the NA Way, or can simply be a viewpoint about an issue of concern in the NA Fellowship. Letters should be no more
than 250 words, and we reserve the right to edit. All letters must include a signature, valid address, and phone number. First names and last initial will be used as
the signature line unless the writer requests anonymity.

The NA Way Magazine, published in English, French, German, Portuguese,

and Spanish, belongs to the members of Narcotics Anon11mous. Its mission, therefore,
is to provide each member with recover11 and service information, as well as recove(IJrelated entertainment, which speaks to current issues and events relevant to each of
our members worldwide. In keeping with this mission, the editorial staff is dedicated
to providing a magazine which is open to articles and features written b11 members
from around the world, as well as current service and convention information.
Foremost, the journal is dedicated to the celebration of our message of recovery "that an addict, any addict, can stop using drugs, lose the desire to use, and find a
new way to live."

Buried treasure:
Continued from page 1

One of WSO's former employees.
Steve Lantos. was contracted to catalogue and organize the material. It was
a daunting job-there was more than
150 cubic feet of paper. tapes. and other
items-and it was expected to take
many months
Those expectations were fulfilled .
Steve's final report wasn't issued until
October 1997. In that report. he described the contents of the archives and
the significance of each item .
In some cases . the significance of an
item was self-evident, such as a copy
of the red-covered First Edition of Basic Text bearing #I. In other cases. the
significance of an item wasn't apparent until later. Each item was assigned
a number, such as #I 081 for the original
minutes for a series of meetings held
between 17 August and 18 December
1953 to start NA in Southern California.

What was found?
The most interesting and emotionally
moving materials found were the personal musings and writings of Jimmy K.
These were generally recovery-oriented .
although Jimmy wrote a great deal
about servi ce and the direction of Narcotics Anonymous. There were many
items related to the formation of NA
as we know it today. Items describing
the activities of trustees and how the
service structure evolved from the midI 960's to 1983 were included.
In Steve's final report. he described
a growing awareness of ju st how im portant Jimmy K wa s. not only to NA of
the 1950s and 1960s. but even today
Jimmy's ideas and vision for NA as a
worldwide fellowship were clearly reflected in the archival material. For
exa mple, Jimmy's original drawing of
the stylized NA logo with the circles and
four lines projecting from the outer
circle. and what eventually happened
to those lines, shows how some of his
original ideas were misinterpreted
years later. When looking at the ca rd board poster of the original NA logo, it
is clear that the four lines were directional markers depicting the dream of
NA spreading in all four directions. However, a later interpretation viewed the four
lines as having Christian symbolism ,

which resulted in a conference motion
to have them removed.
For many years. NA's beginnings
have been shrouded in myth and legend, strong opinion, and fuzzy recollections by surviving members. Thanks
to the recovery of some of the historical documents included in these archives, we as a fellowship can finally
begin to shed some light on NA's infancy Item #1081 contains the minutes of NA's formation in Southern
California Item #I 082 contains the
original bylaws developed at the 17
August meeting. Of considerable interest is item #1220. This is an inspirational booklet written in the late
1950s or early 1960s by Father Daniel
Egan. who was also known as "The
Junkie Priest " The booklet describes

the Danny Carlsen-led NA movement
in New York.
Jimmy K's writing in the Little White
Booklet tells us clearly that several addicts and some members of AA formed
what is now known as Narcotics Anonymous in July1of1953. In fact , what was
formed at those early meetings was
called "San Fernando Valley Narcotics
Anonymous and Alcoholics Anonymous
The sepa ration of NA from AA continues to be a development issue for
us almost fifty years later. The archives
contain a letter from AA World Services
granting NA permission to use and
adapt the Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions of AA. Ms parallel struggle with
its own development is revealed in two
items: One appears to be a prototype of
1 This is one of many different months cited as NA's
anniversary. The minutes give the date of the first
business meeting as 17 August 1953. The first recovery meeting was held 5 October 1953.

Continued on page 4

This is the original NA logo drawn by Jimmy K. The circles around the logo are in
colors corresponding to the key below. The inside of the ''/\' is left uncolored except
for a dot representing God. The rest of the inner circle is yellow, representing strength
and courage. The next ring is green, representing friendship. Next is blue, representing peace and serenity. The outer ring is red, representing love.
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Buried treasure:
Continued from page 3

Who was Jimmy K?
Together with Frank and Doris C,
Guildia K, Paul R, Steve R, and others, Jimmy K founded Narcotics
Anonymous in Southern California.
He and these members held a series
of meetings beginning 17 August
1953 in order to organize what was
then referred to as "San Fernando
Valley Narcotics Anonymous and Alcoholics Anonymous" The first documented recovery meeting in Southern California was held on 5 October 1953.
Jimmy is a key figure in NA's history for several reasons. He wrote
several portions of the Little White
Booklet, the most famous of which is
the "End of the Road" section. He
designed the NA logo (later modified
by the WSC). He served as the volunteer office manager of the WSO
from the time it began to 1983.
Jimmy K lived from 1911 to 1985 .
The last 36 years of his life were spent
as a clean and recovering member of
Narcotics Anonymous.

a pamphlet-possibly developed by
AA-titled "Is Narcotics Anonymous for
You?" and directed at the problem AA
was having with addicts seeking recovery in AA. The other item is an article
written by Bill W (the founder of AA)
addressing the problem of drug addicts
at AA meetings.
Also relating to this issue are
records of the changes made to the
Little White Booklet in the mid- I 980s.
These changes were intended to
strengthen and clarify NA's philosophy
about drug addiction. which asserted
that alcohol was simply another drug,
and a member whose "drugs of choice"
included alcohol could sustain his or
her recovery in NA alone.
There is also quite a bit of correspondence back and forth from members to
the trustees asking for clarification
about membership in NA as it related
to this issue, about trusted servants
who attended AA in addition to NA. etc.
There is a great deal of material about
development of NA literature and revisions made to existing literature over the
years. One of the longest-lasting and

most painful controversies our fellowship has ever faced-the revisions to
the original essays on the Fourth and
Ninth Traditions in the Basic Text and
the series of WSC actions that resulted
in the text changing-is recounted
through various documents. including
the typeset pages with the changes
marked and signed by the responsible
trusted servants. In addition. the original. stamped copyrights from 1976 for
the Little White Booklet were found in
one of the filing cabinets. Some of the
most fascinating and heartwarming
discoveries were the original artwork
for the cover and spine of the Basic Text
and the original manuscripts for the
Basic Text stories.
If NA"s priorities are reflected in the
sheer volume of paper relating to a
topic, then it's obvious that carrying the
message globally is at the top of the list
"Fellowship development" is one of the
largest sections in the archives.
First contacts with newly formed NA
communities aren't always recognizable as being from NA communities .
Often . a mental health professional or

The archives, complete with duct tape and dial phone.
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clergyman who has somehow gotten
hold of a piece of NA literature. but who
doesn 't quite understand what NA is,
will write WSO asking for anything from
a financial donation to prayers for the
suffering addicts in his community But
it is from such beginnings that NA takes
root and grows in a new place . The archives contain first-time communications from NA communities in Australia , Brazil, Ecuador. France, Iceland. Ireland, Italy, japan . Mexico , New Zealand,
Peru, Poland, Sri Lanka , Sweden . and
South Korea .

What does this
material mean to our
fellowship today?
As Steve said in his final report, "The
material is invaluable. . Considering
the WSO's position to act as trustee for
the Ifellowship's intellectual property!.
the permission letter from AA World
Services is, itself, a great find..
Likewise. having the material that explains
the reasoning behind staying away
from drug specificity and changing the
First Step is highly valuable ... .
"Many have talked about early NA,
the fellowship in the 1950s and 1960s,
but few can be found who were there
and who have material dating from that
era. Now the fellowship , through the
WSO. has historical material dating
back to the formation of NA and its
early years.
"But perhaps most valuable, although in a non-tangible way, is the
evidence found in this material about
the man who served this fellowship for
its first thirty years. As with most pioneers. he has his detractors. people
who have idolized him and expected
him to be more than human, and
people who felt that he used his influence or overstepped his authority far
too often. While that may be for the
individual reader to discover and judge,
it becomes readily apparent that Jimmy
K was a visionary whose life was spent
trying to help others find what he had:
freedom from active addiction." •:•

Is it time
for an
NA history
book?
B~ George Hollahan ,
Executive Codirector. World Service Office

How did our steps end up being
adapted the way they are? How was
the service structure formed? Who was
jimmy K? Why did the fellowship almost disappear in the late 1950s?
What is the story of the Basic Text?
Those of us who are fortunate
enough to know an old-timer, someone
who was around when some of these
events were taking place. have heard
wonderful and intriguing stories about
those times. We listen eagerly, fascinated by how events were shaped by
ordinary members like ourse lves .
But these stories are memories, and
even the palest ink is better than the
best memory. So why don't we have a
written history about our fellowship
available already?
A history project has been on the
back burner for many year.s but has
never been moved forward for a variety of reasons. First, most of the written records and documentation about
the early days remained in the hands
of individual members. No central repository existed until the WSO began
storing records of NA's development in
the mid- I 980s. Since that time. many
of the individuals who had records of
NA's history made gifts of that information to the WSO, but others were
unwilling or unknown .
Second , the fellowship has been
busy with other important projects
such as the development of recovery
literature and service materials; also,
our rapid growth simply overwhelmed
our ability to do all the things that
should have been done.
Finally, we simply haven 't had the
money to catalogue all the material we
had and still need to get, and to hire
someone to objectively put it on paper.

The NA Way
"User's Manual"
The NA Way Magazine is a broadbased service magazine for the NA
member. Besides standard reports
from world services, editorial content
ranges from personal recovery experience to opinion pieces regarding topics of concern to NA as a whole, to
humor or nostalgia about the recovery
experience. We look for a spirit of
unity and mutual respect, but we don't
back away from controversy if a constructive solution is offered.
We accept submissions in the same
languages in which we publish editions
of the NA Way: English, French, German,
Portuguese, and Spanish.
All manuscripts are subject to a review and editing process and must be
accompanied by a signed release .
Criteria for the various sections of
the magazine are as follows:

Feature articles
Everything from reports about current
issues or events in NA to thoroughly
documented historical essays on NA's
beginnings in an area, region, or country. Please send an inquiry first. Maximum length: 2,500 words.

Sharing
Personal recovery experience, from

500 to 2,000 words in length.

Parables
These are fiction pieces in which the
writer illustrates a spiritual principle or
some sort of recovery-related object
lesson. Maximum length: 1,500 words.

Picture This
NA groups are invited to send us photographs of their meeting places. We
especially welcome photos that include
meeting formats, recovery literature,
posters, etc.-anything that makes the
meeting room looked "lived-in ." Sorry,
we cannot use any photos that identify NA members.

Humor and "Last Laughs"
"Last Laughs" are NA newsletter clippings (including material from The NA
Way Magazine), misreadings of NA literature heard at NA events, etc. Other
humor pieces can be anything from a
"Top Ten" list to a parody of NA's literature to a multiple-choice questionnaire.
Maximum length: 1,000 words.•:•

Continued on page 6
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NA history book:
Continued from page 5

History is who we are and why we
are the way we are. It's very important
to see ourselves as we were and look
at the progress we've made together as
a fellowship We have a lot to learn
from ourselves, and we should learn it
from our past-as it truly happened,
without embellishment or being dependent on memories. Are we ready
yet? That all depends on how much
we really want to know. •!•

From the editor:
Continued from page 2

Changes
in the magazine
In response to input from the fellowship, the editorial board discussed the
idea of a "featured trusted servant" and
agreed that it wouldn't be appropriate
or in keeping with the spirit of selfless
service to single out one individual for
special honors . Yet, the board didn't
want to lose the idea entirely because
it felt that each trusted servant is important. Each one brings something
special to the service position he or she
assumes, and the experience gained
while serving in the position is of extreme importance. How could that experience be captured and shared with
others in the pages of the NA Way?
The answer the board arrived at is
to create a column that would allow a
trusted servant to "speak"-almost a
written workshop on the topic of service or some specific aspect of doing
service. For an idea of what we're talking about, see "Why do I serve?" by
Spence on page 15. We'll feature this
column regularly, perhaps not in every
issue, but certainly once or twice a year.
So, again, we invite your input on this .
If you know someone who would either
be willing to write about their experience as a trusted servant or be interviewed, please pass his or her name
and contact information along to us
with some detail about why you think
this person has some valuable experience with service to share. We'll be
watching our mailbox.
Cindy T, Editor •!•
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From our
readers
Dear NA Way,
I completely enjoyed the first issue
of the magazine I am pleased with the
new format, price (free), and the articles.
One thing I would suggest is that
you print the Twelve Steps and Twelve
Traditions, and maybe even the Twelve
Concepts for Service (since there are a
lot of articles about service) somewhere in the magazine.
As a subscriber to the "old" magazine for a couple of years, I'm glad to
see that the changes are good, and not
just made for the sake of change
I particularly enjoyed the article
titled "The Privilege of Self-Support
Who's Responsible for NA Services?"
Hopefully, after people read that, the
proverbial "dollar-in-the-basket" will go
up a little. My group pays only $55 a
month for rent, and some months we
barely make it. Often, individual members purchase the literature, coffee,
and other supplies themselves . We
have three meetings a week with about
six to ten people at each meeting We
should be taking in more . I'm also glad
to see that our funds flow differently
now. My group recently dropped out
of an area due to what we believe to be
a violation of Tradition Twelve, so now
we can send money directly to the region
and world levels if we have a surplus.
Well, I guess that's it for now. Feel
free to print this. I've never had anything printed . I'm considering a humorous article later, but I see so much
of it (humor, that is) around me, it's
hard to pick something to write about.
Keleen C, Texas •!•

Dear NA Way,
Hello. I have recently become CSR
for one of my groups I attend an area
service meeting. At the most recent
meeting, an announcement was made
regarding the NA Way Magazine that disappointed me greatly.
In my early, very early, recovery, the
secretary of our home group brought
in some old copies of the magazine .
Since then, I have acquired quite a
stack of copies, some dating back to
1989. I read them quite often and have
worked my way up to February 1994. I
recently decided to become a subscriber.
After sending in an order, I learned
that the format has totally changed. It
now looks like a newsletter rather than
the magazine with the attractive cover
I was used to. I know change is good.
I've learned that through writing and
working the steps. I only hope that is
also true in this situation.
Also, I am very disappointed to learn
that the NA Way will only be published
four times a year I was very excited
about the previous version being delivered to our home on a monthly basis.
Why this change has taken place I
do not know. My only hope is that I
will still be able to read articles written
by addicts sharing their experience,
strength, and hope . I have learned
much from them .
After reading an article pertaining to
"Pen Pals" of Florida (November 1994
NA Way), I began exploring the possibility of starting something similar up
here in Buffalo, New York. If it wasn't
for the NA Way, I would never have written to Pen Pals in Florida and gained a
wonderful pen pal myself
I would like to thank you for the opportunity to experience the magazine
as it was . I hope to be a continuous
satisfied subscriber. May other recov~
ering addicts have the chance to experience the articles as I have and gain
hope from reading their experience,
strength, and hope.
Heather F, New York •!•
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What I've
learned

y story of recovery began on 15 lune 1972. That was the day I hit
the finish line with drugs It was also the day I started my new
life in recovery.
I came from a dysfunctional family where alcohol was the main drug. However,
I was always certain that I wouldn't be like my father, the alcoholic. Naturally, I
didn't know about my genetic makeup and addictive personality.
After college I secured a really nice teaching job in a small school. Several years
later I found a doctor who gave me some drugs that really made me feel better than
I had ever felt before. Since the pills were from a doctor, it didn't seem wrong that
I got high when I took them . The drugs worked for me. They worked very well for
me.
Well , a few months later-whi le high-I was driving to work and ca me upon a
very bad curve in the road . My using had gone much further than I ever could have
imagined I decided to pray to God for some in sight. My prayer went something
like this : "Dear God, ju st get out of my life and let me alone for a year Then I'll do
what you want me to do." After thinking about what I had asked for, I added as PS
"Don't let me get hurt too badly."
I thought I would never become an addict Well, I did . It took a very short time
to cop a high, and I began to enjoy them more and more. For some reason , I
believed that drugs made me into the real person I had always wanted to be. The
drugs gave me energy to burn-day and night
I remember that I planned to write a fifth grade science book, get rich, and have
a "real life" Well, like all the other things I started , I never finished that one. The
book never got to the publisher Instead, I burned the draft one day while I was
high and in despair That was something that began happening more and more
often. Instead of feeling good when I was high , I often ended up feeling bad.
From time to time I even wondered if I might not be an addict Naturally, I knew
that I cou ldn't possibly be like my father (I was in denial sti ll), but things in my life
were getting increasingly out of hand, and the changes were making little chinks in
my wall of denial.
One day I found myself without a teaching job. In addition to this little employment problem, my wife was pregnant with our second son. I decided that God
wanted me to be a youth director in a church. I tried many times to get such a job,
7

but each time the answer was "no." I remember one Sunday, after receiving another "no," telling my wife that it was really bad when even God didn't want you.
I always felt a tremendous urge to
be needed and wanted. Don't we all!
It was at about this time that I began to see the same patterns emerging in my life that had been present in
my dad's life. At that point, though, with
my wife pregnant and no job, all I could
do was keep using in order to feel better.
To this day, I remember every detail
of the events in 1967 on the day our
son was born. I called my mother and
started crying. I was so stoned. But I
remember our conversation word for
word .
I told my mom that I didn't know
what was wrong with me. Mom, however, knew the problem. And she let
me know in no uncertain terms! She
said, "Bill, it's those damn drugs'" And
"dam n" was a serious curse word for my
mother.
Well, since my mom knew about my
using, I decided it was time to quit.
Time to quit before I became an addict.
I sorta knew otherwise, but no one better tell me I'm an addict.
So I quit. But I didn't go to any
meetings. In fact, I had no knowledge
of the NA program. In my mind, I
thought I simply wouldn't need any
help-if I just never used again.
In the period of time between 1967
and 1970, I managed to get eighteen
months clean. I also landed a job at a
state hospital as an alcohol and drug
counselor. At the time, I was secure in
the knowledge that now I had the job
that God really wanted me to have.
One day, early in 1972, I started using some muscle relaxants from one of
the units where I worked . The nurse
who gave them to me was a good friend
and assumed she was doing me a favor. Unfortunately, I began to use
them-and some other drugs- on a
serious basis. I even remember one
fishing trip when I used drugs to keep
moving at night. During the next three
months, I used drugs on a part-time
basis. I began to have problems when
I worked with my patients. I remember telling myself that they needed to
do what I said, not what I did.
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Today, I still go to NA on a regular
basis because the steps give me a
happy life to live. The steps and the
people of NA have given me a number
of in sights and suggestions for recovery that I would like very much to share:
•

Love yourself. Love others.

•

Find a mentor. Be a mentor.

•

I don't care how much you know
until you know how much I ca re.

•

Belief in someone is exactly
what we need to become the
people we want to be.

•

No one can give you anything in
the program, but they can help
you find out how to get the
things you need: God, love,
respect, and friends .

•

Recovery is a journey, not a
des ti nation.

•

The greatest need is to be
needed.

•

Love the person. Hate the
disease.

•

To love another human being is
to see and feel the presence of
God.

•

Do not look at what someone is
like. Look at what he or she can
become.

•

Recovery can be a journey made
together by an entire family.

•

Recovery is a "God thing."

Thank you, God, for giving me the
recovering people in NA. It really
works. Most of all, I want to thank you
for allowing me to be a part of the family of recovery.

Bill B, Missouri •!•

More than
enough
My name is Cady, and I'm a sixteenyear-old recovering addict. I live in a
small town; my family sells eggs and
maple syrup when the appropriate seasons come around. I have four younger
siblings, each one blessed with their
own inner beauty. My parents were
high-school sweethearts whose idea of
rebellion in the seventies was white
socks. I learned to read before I started
school. and I was a fun-loving, curious,
and creative little girl.
You would never have guessed that
I would grow up to be an addict.
A number of different things provoked me to take that first drug when I
was in the fifth grade. I felt confused,
frightened, depressed, and hopeless. I
couldn 't sleep. Many a voice had expressed the fact that alcohol would put
a person to sleep. A sentence from a
book I had read about the life of
Michelangelo echoed through my
head . "Drink," it said, "it will put you
to sleep. And when you wake, the pain
will be less .. .." I couldn't question a
theory like that. It was so straight-out;
it was so simple.
So I drank.
I'll never forget that warm , fuzzy, tingly feeling of my first time using. Little
did I know that I would grow to fear it
in the future.
I drank myself to sleep almost every
night from then on. For almost three
years . a bottle of alcohol was my idea
of a lullaby When I babysat. I'd make
sure to put the kid to bed at least an
hour before their parents were scheduled to come home so I could check
out the liquor cabinet. If no one was
looking in the morning, I'd slip some
Irish Creme into my coffee before I got
on the school bus. The bottle had also
becom e my alarm clock.
Wh en I was in the eighth grade, my
parents put me into outpatient treatm ent fo r depress io n after I tri ed t o
commit suicide. I was on Prozac, and
my parents had thrown out all the liquor in the house becau se they suspected that I had been drinking.

I hated the Prozac. It kept me up in
the night. So I found other patients
who were willing to trade me their
drugs for my Prozac. I also got tips
from other patients on what household cleaners to sniff or drink, depending on what energy level I was seeking. This outpatient treatment would
have been heaven for any teenager
who was in active addiction. And all
it cost was prescription medication.
Then one weekend, my cousin
caught me drinking rubbing alcohol.
My parents found nail polish remover
under my mattress and my inhaler
from elementary school. empty, in my
desk dr?wer. I was pulled out of depression treatment and put into drug
treatment.
The patients seemed just like the
ones from the hospital. until I found
out they were all clean . To make things
even more confusing, they refused to
talk to me until I agreed to stay clean
myself To stay clean, I had to open
up and start talking recovery.
I became GSR of a young people's
group at my first NA meeting. I had
no idea what a GSR was, of course, but
what was there to lose? I was a newcomer to the program . What better
way of feeling like I belonged than to
get involved?
I've been clean in the program now
for more than eighteen months. I've
seen many addicts walk in the doors,
nervous and confused. I've seen the
same people grow into loving, caring,
grateful members. I've found a ten der, forgiving Higher Power that I can
always trust. I've found many beautiful friends who will always be there
when I need them . I've found a sponsor with whom I can sha re and from
whom I ca n lea rn. I've learned that I'm
not alone and that there is hope. I've
discovered a world beyond drugs that
is filled with emotion and diversity and
growth. I'm learning to love, respect.
and accept myself for who I am . I've
discovered th e simplicity of staying
clean fo r today. I feel the gratitude and
love of the program soak through me
every time I carry the message.
There are times when I feel that I've
been treated unfairly. I mean come on,
I'm a sexually compulsive, chemically

dependent. severely depressed, bisexual teenager-not to mention a
first-born child. I can't help but complain about my lot in life once in a while.
Nevertheless. I have more than
enough to be grateful for. God has given
me hope. NA has shown me how to live.
Fellow addicts have proven that I'm not
alone. I've stayed clean today.

Cady K, Minnesota •:•

What is
active addiction?
know that our literature says, "The only way to keep from returning to active addiction is not to take that first drug." It also says
in our literature that "our inability to control our usage of drugs
is a symptom of the disease of addiction." Now, if the former is
the case, wouldn't that lead one to believe that we're only caught
up in active addiction when we're using drugs?
l am of the opinion that addiction can show up in many ways that have absolutely nothing to do with drugs. If, for any period of time, I am consistently living
my life based on unprincipled actions, then I. am caught up in active addiction.
This is not to imply that we become perfect. I know better. But I do believe that
there have been times in my recovery when I've had freedom from active addiction
in all areas of my life.
The rea l question is: How free do you want to be? I believe that our program will
give us unlimited freedo m, just for today. I know that it gives us the opportunity to
exercise choice.
One day at a time, we never have to use drugs again That is, in and of itself, a
blessing, but achieving a complete personality change offers so much more. On
the occasions that I've been able to experience the freedom that ou r steps allow,
well, words cannot describe the level of conscious contact I feel with my Higher
Power.
To limit the leve l of freedom that ca n be atta ined in NA to freedom from using
drugs only places a limit on the recovery each of us receives from the God of our
understanding. We cannot afford to be confused about this. It is available to us all.

Marilyn W, Ohio •:•
9

Doing the footwork
and having faith

NA has opened doors I never kn ew I
had locked shut. I didn't know I had
doors, for that matter. It was on ly when
I put drugs down that I found that out.
I spent years wa lking through life
with rose-colored glasses on in an attempt to dodge reality. My life was absu rd and full of denial.
My Higher Power intervened and gave
me a gentle push in the right direction . I
found NA and I found a sponsor.
I get a kick out of sharing my li fe with
this wonderful man . He's an add ict,
too, and willing to share life's joys and
pain. Together, we find solutio ns to life
o n life's terms. We tru ly respect and
love each other.
I'm free today, thanks to NA.

My life before coming into recovery
was centered on taking whatever I
thought I wanted. If a person, object,
conversation, or relationship was not
focused on my desires, I forced them to
get in line immediately. If they didn 't
cooperate, I just dismissed them as unimpo rtant. My se lf-centeredness and
selfishness ruled my entire existence.
These were the products of the fear I felt
whenever I looked deep inside myself.
Through NA, I have found a way of facing those feelings I've learned a method
of trimming back my character defects
through the Twelve Steps , a Higher
Power, and selfless service to others. I've
learned that I'm able to stunt the growth
of my self-centeredness through focusing on the needs of another human being. I can put my rampant ego in check
through wi llingness to listen to others
and hear what they have to say. I found
that by surrendering my self-pity, I gained
back a real li fe. on life's own terms.
I learned that the Third Step Prayer"Take my will and my life. guide me in
my recovery, show me how to l ive"-is
not an escape from being responsible for
my actions. It is an active choice I make
to surrender my old actions and behaviors (take my will and my life), in exchange for direction in fulfilling my potential (guide me in my recovery), and
claim the life I threw away through the
use of drugs beca use of my pain and fear
(show me how to live).
Life began to have meaning and purpose for me as I learned to practice these
simple principles. Many addicts in recovery have had similar experiences with
these principles. If we find that life has
become overwhelming, and our Higher
Power doesn't seem to be working in our
lives, this simple prayer can point us in
the right direction. It can lead us to refl ect on those aspects of our lives that
are going against these principles and
find relief from the insanity of having to
act on old behavior. True freedom comes
when we surrender to a Power greater
than ourselves and realize ou r full potential as human beings.

Mike H, Illinois •!•

Michael R, California •!•

I remember those first days. I was frightened, and I had no idea what to expect.
I had no hope that I cou ld stay clean . Everything seemed so bleak. I kept my coat
on and stayed near the door, ready to flee at any moment.
Everyone told me to keep com ing back. I didn 't understand why they were smiling
I didn't think I was going to stay, even though I wanted to. I just didn't trust myself. My
track record proved that I cou ld make promises, but I never was able to keep them.
I got a sponsor. He told me I co uld do it. I sta rted making friends, and I listened. I hea rd about faith . They told me to develop so me, to ju st believe.
As the days went by, a miracle happened I started to smi le. The compulsion to
use had been lifted. This faith thing wasn't so bad , I thought. I on ly had a little,
but it seemed to be enough. Each day I stayed clean, my faith got stronger.
Time went by I worked the steps. I read the literature. I d id service. I used my
sponsor.
Now. over fours years later, I must rely on what I lea rned in those early days. I
mu st have faith and believe t oday just as I did then .
I've been out of work for more than a month . I' m putting in the footwork, believing that my HP is taking ca re of me. I left my last job after months of prayer and
meditation. It had become very abusive there . I was afraid of leaving, but I had to .
I left, and now I am looking for a new job. My HP has taken care of me so far, and
I know it wi ll continue to if I do the footwork.
Recovery has taught me that life happen s, and so do problem s. My first ninety
days taught me to have faith and pray. NA's on ly promise has been fu lfi lled in my
life. Freedom from active addiction is just the beginning. All I need to do is show
up, stay clean, and believe. Everything else will follow
John L, New York •!•

,----------,
Author's Release
This signed release must accompany all submissio ns.
I hereby grant permission to the
World Se rvice Office, The NA Way
Magazine, their successors. ass igns,
and those acting on their authority
to publish the attached o riginal materia l titled
I understand that this material
may be edited. I further understand
that this materi al may be reprinted
in other NA Fellowship jo urnals. I
possess full lega l capacity to exercise this authorization and hereby
release the World Service Office and
The NA Way Magazine from any blame
by myself, my successors, and/or my
assigns.
Signature: _ _ _ _ __ __
_ _ _ _ __ _ __ _
LDate:
__________
_J
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Take my will
and my life ...

I get a kick

~heme:/)~

c. e~ P~

Don't miss the kickoff event of the convention as we celebrate "Our Diversity is our Strength" set
to the beat of 70's dance music. Yes, the decade of disco and high energy dance music is coming
to WCNA-27! Come dressed up in the threads of the disco era. Break out those polyester prints,
one-piece jump suits, high-collared shirts, and platform shoes; or, rent them from our on-site
costume company. Then dance to the sounds of the video jock in between live performances by
some of disco's most legendary artists.

27TH

WORLD CONVENTION
OF NA

Jar;B~
COME GET 'JAZZED" ABOUT RECOVERY IN NA. Have breakfast, be entertained by talented
local musicians joined by some great, well-known national jazz artists, then stay for the recovery
meeting. At WCNA-26, this event was a smash hit for all who attended, so don't miss this one!

e~Sltow.
Comedy shows at world conventions are always well attended as we feature some of the best
stand-up comics in the entertainment industry. This year's show will be no exception and
promises to be a blast!

(JOHC.eld
Following the Saturday main meeting, the concert will be one of the high points of the convention
featuring well-known artists in contemporary music. GET READY TO ROCK THE NIGHT AWAY!

Saecid e~M~ (!J~
Once again, you can purchase a convention tee-shirt and mug with your registration. In our effort
to assist registrants in obtaining convention merchandise, a special seven-ounce heavyweight embroidered tee-shirt and a large eleven-ounce coffee mug can now be purchased if you register
before the July 3, 1998 general registration cut-off date. Please refer to the registration form to
place your order. This merchandise is limited to one of each item per paid registration.
All purchased merchandise will be available to be picked up on-site at the convention.

-.. . .... . . . . . . . . . . . .

OUR

~...............................................................

DIVERSITY

IS OUR
. . . . . . . . . ..". . . . ....

---·-----·~·--

STRENGTH

SEPTEMBER 3-6, 1998
SAN JOSE, CA
USA

N~:/)~
In the spirit of "GIVING IT AWAY TO KEEP IT", we encourage you to give a newcomer donation.
All donations will be used to provide registration packages to newcomers with thirty days or less
clean who want to attend the convention.

NeeJ~~?
The World Convention seeks to provide translations equipment, whenever possible, for use by
members who need simultaneous translation in at least the main meeting room. This service can be
best provided only if members tell us of their need before the start of the convention. We also need
members to volunteer to translate who are fluent in languages other than English and are able to
translate English into that language. Members who need translation or who want to volunteer to
translate should indicate it on their registration form or call the WSO at (818) 773-9999 Ext. 120.

.....
.....

~ WCNAXXVII will be held at the Sanjose Convention Center.

~~R~

All room rates include a small rebate to the wee to offset administrative, meeting rental, and shuttling e:>.penses.

PLHASH PRINT ALL INFORMATION CLEARLY

Last Name

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - First Name - - - - - - - - -

Address
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Province/State/Country _ _ __

Zip/Postal Code _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Telephone (

1

>- tJJ.t:UlunoHi • Deluxe hotel serves as convention headquarters and is located two blocks
from the Convention Center. Rooms: $99-single/double, $124-triple, $149-quad, Suites
(limited availability): $198-one bedroom, $298-two bedroom.

--------------------------~

2>

Additional Registrants - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

be close to the action. Rooms: $94-single/double, $119-triple, $144-quad.

3> oil~

PRICE

Registration (before July 3, 1998)
US$30.00 x
Late Registration (after July 3, 1998) US$40.00 x
•Our Diversity ... Theme Party

US$15.00 x

•stand-Up Comedy Show

US$15.00 x

• Live Concert
•Saturday jazz Breakfast

US$30.00
US$17.00
US$7.00
US$15.00

• 11oz. Coffee Mug
• Heavy Embroidered Tee-shirt

TOTAL

QUANTITY

x
x
x
x M-L-XL- XXL

• See Theme Party on previous page
• Limited seats available
• Limited to one of each item per registrant paid before July 3, 1998
See "SPECIAL MERCHANDISE OFFHR" on previous page

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
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>- el/,()(,t)H,e p~ • This newly renovated hotel is located just one block from the
Convention Center. All Rooms are $97.

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

S> Bed 'W~ ;i,~ • Economy hotel just three blocks from the
Convention Center. All rooms include free continental breakfast at $72.

6>

;t,e, I/~ • This intimate art deco luxury hotel, noted for its complimentary "Raid the
Pantry" privileges for those late night cravings, is located five blocks from the Convention
Center. Rooms: $99-single/double only.

7> •oil~ SG,11, joJ.e • This newly renovated hotel with large pool area provides
computers in all its rooms and is located two miles from the Convention Center on the light
rail line. Rooms: $84-single/double, $104-triple, $I 24-quad.

Newcomer Donation: $ _____
Total Amount Enclosed: $ _____

S> •l/illp<Yd .JIU£ • Budget hotel with a large courtyard/pool, located two miles from the
Convention Center on light rail line, includes continental breakfast. Rooms: $71-single/double only.

9> •oil~ • This new hotel, located two miles from the Convention Center on the ligl1t rail

METHOD OF PAYMENT: D Check or Money Order (drawn in US dollars)

line, offers complimentary continental breakfast. Rooms: $79-single/double, $94-triple/quad.

D Credit Card

Enclosed$ - - - or charge my: D AMEX D VISA D MasterCard D Discover D Diners Club
Charge Card# _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Sa-Ude eLaue.

This quaint European-style boutique hotel offers
beautifully decorated rooms and is located immediately across the street from the
Convention Center. Rooms: $100-single/double (no triple or quad accommodations).

"Confirmation notices will not be mailed to you for any registration received after August I st. "
EVENT

oililJo.n • Connected to the Convention Center, this hotel is great for those who want to

Expiration Date _________

Do you need translations? If yes, in what language?
Please specify any special need _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Can you provide translations? If yes, in what language? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Please fax credit card registrations to the WSO at {818) 700-0700
or Make checks payable to WCNA XXVII and mail to:
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>- • 'W~ • This recently renovated hotel is located on the light rail line just a five
minute ride from the Convention Center. Guest are offered complimentary parking and free
airport shuttle. All rooms are $79.

12> • ;t,~ • This uniquely stylish hotel is located just off the light rail line eight to
ten minutes from the Convention Center. All rooms are $95.

13> ·w~. This deluxe hotel, located on the ligl1t rail line twenty minutes from the Convention
14> •Af<::i/ZIUott • This deluxe hotel, near the Great America TI1e1ne Park, is located twenty minutes

c/o World Service Office, Inc.

For more registration information, please call 818-773-9999

minute ride from the Convention Center. Guests are offered free coffee in the morning,
complimentary parking and free airport shuttle. All rooms are $89.

Center offers free parking to all guests. Rooms: $95-single/double, $I 15-triple, $135-quad.

WCNAXXVII
PO Box 9999
Van Nuys, CA 91409-9099, USA

1O> • R~ • This moderately priced hotel is located on the light rail line just a five

from the Convention Center and offers free parking to all guests. All rooms are $89.

ext. 200.

• Limited Bus Shuttles between these hotels and the Convention Center between I l :OOpm and 3:00am.
• Continuous Bus Shuttles between these hotels and the Convention Center will be provided.

olloieJR~
PLEASE PRINT ALL INFORMATION CLEARLY

·

IMPORTANT NOTE: It is very important that your
reservations are made BEFORE the August 1st cut-off
date. After the cut-off date convention rates may not
apply and rooms may not be available.
READ CAREFULLY: Confirmation will be sent by the
hotel. If confirmation has not been received within thirty
days following your acknowledgement from the Housing
Bureau, contact assigned hotel directly.

Mail To:

SJCVB Housing Bureau
c/o San Jose CVB

PO Box 6299
San Jose, CA 95150-9828 USA
No telephone reservations will be accepted

Last Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

First Name

P<Vzi2

Select four choices from participating hotels. Enter name below:
(second choice)

Arrival date

3. _ _ _ _ __ 4. - - - - (third choice)

Names of additional occupants:

1.

0 smoking room

2. ________
3. ________

(limited availability)

(fourth choice)

Departure date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Special Requests:

--------

D If first hotel choices are sold out of 2 bedded
rooms, please place me in a room with one
queen bed for two guests in order to keep me
in one of my choice hotels.
D ADA equipped room for person with disabilities.

Check room type:

D
D
D
D
D
D

Single-One Bed/One Person
Double-One Bed/l\vo Persons
Double/Double-1\vo Bed/l\vo Persons
Triple-1\vo Bed/Three Persons
Quad-1\vo Bed/Four Persons
*Suite-One Bed/One or 1\vo Persons
D *Suite-1\vo Bed/1\vo to Four Persons
*Suite accommodations available
al the Fairmont Hotel only.

P<Vzi 3
An advance deposit of $100 is required for each room. Forms will be returned to sender if received without
deposit. Checks should be made payable to the SJCVB Housing Bureau. The SJCVB Housing Bureau
accepts no liability once deposits are transferred to the assigned hotel. Deposits will be forfeited for any cancellation
not made in writing directly with the hotel at least 72 hours prior to the scheduled arrival.
Enclosed $ ___ US Dollars or charge my: D AMEX D VISA D MasterCard D Discover D Diners Club

Charge C a r d # - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Signature

I-Fairmont Hotel
2-Sanjose Hilton Hotel & Tower
3-Hotel Sainte Claire
4-Crowne Plaza
5-Best Western-Inn Downtown
6-Hotel De Anza
7-Hyatt Sanjose
8-Airport Inn
9-Hanford Hotel
10-Radisson Hotel
11-Wyndham Hotel
12-Doubletree
13-Westin Hotel
14-Marriott Hotel
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Rooms arc assigned on a first-come/first-serve basis in the order received. If your first choice is not
available, assignment will be made at next available choice. An acknowledgment of your room assignment
will be mailed to you by the Housing Bureau. After the August 1st cut-off date, all changes and cancellations
must be made directly with the hotel. If more than one room is required, this form may be photocopied.
2.

dloiet.L

-Ught R;t SIMl0<>•

---------

Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Province/State/Country _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Zip/Postal Code _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Telephone (

(first choice)

0
~ ,rn

San J<JJ,e ./11iea

or Fax to (408) 293-3705

P<Vzi I

1.

1

Expiration Date _______
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A-Civic Auditorium
B-Parkside Hall
C-Center for Performing Arts
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Special discounted airfare is available on American Airlines (for flights from cities not served
by American Airlines, discount programs with other airlines have been arranged) as follows:
• A10% discount is being offered to San Jose/San Francisco from all American airline cities
in the USA, Canada, Puerto Rico, St. Thomas, St. Croix, Bermuda, and the Bahamas. You must
book your ticket at least 60 days prior to departure in order to receive the I 0% discount.

~~P1ze/Pode~p~
Credit cards accepted and payment plans are available!
All Hotels are priced for 3 Days/2 Nights, available September 1-3 or 6-8, 1998.
Prices shown are perperson, based on double occupancy, and include current hotel taxes
(subject to change). For singles, triple or quad occupancy, 01jor shorter or longer stays,
cal/for pricing and availability.

• Tickets booked 59 or less days prior to departure will receive a 5% discount off all available
fares. For booking and more information call:

Sa-ntlJ.~
4/ililrJ 1k c4- kt IJie fxut.! 4 //up le> /Vcnllwm
~ w.ouUi 't k rompJde wdlwui ~a

Montrose Travel, Group Division
(800) 301-9673

$cm ~ CalJe C?M. $ee liie (Joidmi (Jcde
/]~, iJ.Ud ~' ~ d, hJ~,

• Discounts to San Jose from all international cities are available for groups of ten
or more traveling together to the convention. For more information, please contact
the WSO at 19-1 (818) 773-9999, extension # 120.

q~<J~
The airport is about a ten minute drive to downtown Sanjose. For downtown hotels, taxi cabs
are $13-$15 one-way; shuttle transportation via South Bay Flyer is $5 each-way. Most other
hotels offer free shuttle service. If driving to Sanjose, downtown public parking is $5-$10 per
day. For those staying at hotels on the light rail line, unlimited day passes are about $2.

QIU!ai t4HUVUca <J~ P<Vlh

/Vcnik &ack, 41ca!Mj, and fttO/le/

$148 S~ e°'"""' •The Shannon Court is a historical landmark hotel located within
three blocks of the cable car and world renowned Union Square shopping district.

$154

ol/okL Mda,,w. • Beautiful, boutique hotel centrally located in the thriving downtown
area just footsteps from the cable car, theater, and cultural districts. Three blocks from the
Moscone Center and four blocks from Union Square.

$170

<Ju4c<:i.H,

!Jl'Uf. • The Inn at Fisherman's Wharf features elegant charm in a European
setting. Pier 39, Ghiradelli Square, and the Cable Cars turnaround are just steps away.
Experience gracious service in elegant fashion.

Aspecial 30% discount off regular admission is available to all members staying at any WCNA-27
hotel. Discounted prices are $21.50 adults and $16.50 children 6 and under. In order to get
the discount you must have a WCNA discount coupon which is available upon check-in at your hotel.

Jt1~
4 ~' ~ (J(2(H1,fwnt ~

Located near the Westin and the Marriott, Paramount's Great America combines the magic of
entertainment with one-of-a-kind theme park thrills. Prepare to experience INVERT/GO, the new
inverted boomerang coaster, test your wit on the DROP ZONE free-fall , or enjoy a movie in the
IMAX Theater on a seven-story tall screen.

'WiJhloS~?
Speakers must be at least eight years clean for main meetings, and at least five years clean for workshops.
If you would like to be considered as a speaker or recommend someone for consideration, please submit
a tape along with the speaker's name, address, telephone number, and clean date.
Consideration will also be given to individuals without a tape if recommended by their area or
regional service committee. This recommendation should include the speaker's name, address,
telephone number, and clean date.
All tapes and speaker recommendations must be received by May 1, 1998.
All submissions should be sent to the:

WCNA XXVII Program Committee
c/o World Service Office, Inc.
PO Box 9999
Van Nuys, CA 91409-9099 USA
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$147 M~ BeacJ,, ol/okL • Monterey's only beachfront hotel is known for
its rooms with the priceless view of the Pacific Ocean. Activities include swimming (pool and
spa), fishing, hiking, horseback riding, and famous golf courses nearby.

$153 M~ ol/F R~ • The Hyatt Regency Monterey lies on
Del Monte Golf Course, America's oldest course west of the Mississippi. Tennis, heated pools,
jacuzzis, and health club facilities are also available around the twenty-two acre resort.

~~
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
to/from San Francisco
and/or San Jose

~Rudat
Discounts up to 15% OFF
CALL FOR DETAILS'

s~
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS ON
Major Historical Sites
City Tours and Golf Packages

For More Information Call:

Montrose Travel, Group Division
2355 Honolulu Avenue, Montrose, CA 91020

(800) 301-9673
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Why
do I serve?

M

B1:1 Spence , Minnesota
WSC Pl Voting Member

Regional Delegate, Minnesota

y first WSC was 1992. I didn't have a position or anything. I just
came down to observe. I shared a room with six other people for
ten days and had a blast Barbara l was the WSC chairperson
that year and her ability to lead while serving was awe-inspiring. I was allowed to
count votes and sit in on some committee meetings . I witnessed the passage of
the Twelve Concepts for NA Service and the Just for Toda1:1 meditation book. I was
very impressed and intimidated .
I met so many very nice and spiritual people from all over the world . Some of
them have become very good friends . I have attended every WSC and quarterly
since that time .
I attended WSC'93 in Van Nuys, again as an observer. It became clear that there
was a need for a particular type of service for which there was no job description or
title . Ten-minute breaks were extending into fifteen-, twenty-, or thirty-minute
breaks. It was turning into quite a problem . The agenda was slipping, and at $42 a
minute (a figure thrown out by the WSC treasurer at some conference-it's probably pretty close to being accurate) to run the WSC, these were very expensive
·
breaks .
Being that I have extensive experience acting and singing, and I have a pretty
strong diaphragm and the required pipes, I became the first self-appointed WSC
hallway monitor. I kept careful track of when the breaks were supposed to end and
would wander the lobby bellowing the countdown like a stage manager. "Five minutes! " ... "Two minutes, everyone!" ... and finally, "It's SHOWTIME!!! "
The conference participants weren 't being bad ; they just needed a "subtle" reminder of when the break was over. I was the conference alarm clock. Several
people, the chair included, came up and thanked me. That made me feel included
and of service. On the other hand, some people were annoyed . "Who is that guy?
And why is he wearing such a bad toupee?" I could easily ignore them . The conference began to rely on my efforts, and even gave me the nickname "Showtime."
The following year (WSC'94), I returned as the RSR (now RD) of a brand-new
region. My experience as a participant on the conference floor was totally different
from my experience as an observer in the gallery. I learned a lot more and gained
a greater appreciation of the overwhelming amount that goes into serving at the
world level. The most important lesson I learned in Atlanta was to do the work and
let go of the result. I saw some of the work of some trusted servants get ripped to
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shreds, and yet the individuals stayed
intact. They understood the difference
between the work and themselves. The
attacks weren't personal (not necessarily), but merely arose out of a difference of opinion about the direction of
the work.
I have continued on since then by
serving on the WSC Pl Committee and
the Resolution Group. Both have been
very rewarding and enlightening
Why do I serve? I would not be rigorously honest if I said that it is only
out of the goodness of my heart. In
some ways, I serve because I mustmuch like an author writes because he
or she must. In a way, it is like being
"called." There are not many who are
willing to give up the time, the money,
and the other opportunities to be of
service in Narcotics Anonymous, especially in world services. (World service
isn't fundamentally different in terms
of spiritual value or whatever, but the
time and money it demands are far
greater than other levels of service.)
I have found service work deeply rewarding and personally enriching The
skills I've learned have helped me in
my career, and vice versa . The personal
lessons I have learned have made me
a better person and a more effective
trusted servant in my local NA community. In some ways, I would even say
that I am a better husband and father
because of my service work.
There is something incredibly gratifying about listening to someo ne rant
about world services and then telling
them the way things really are in a
quiet, ca lming voice and watching their
animosity melt. It doesn't happen every time, but just like recovery, the best
communication is from addict to addict. I have a feeling of accomplishment when I can teach people how to
put a project plan together so they can
successfully complete a service project.
These are the behaviors that have been
modeled for me at conferences and
world servi ce meetings. I will se rve as
long as I am asked, and I shall do so
gratefully. •!•
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Regional
assemblies
By Sandi S, member
WSC Policy Committee
At the close of WSC'97, after A Guide
to Local Services passed , many RSRs returned home with a new service title
(Regional Delegate). a new service
manual. and many questions. Though
some regions had been experimenting
with some of the ideas in the GTLS
since early 1990, most regions had only
participated in informal workshops
Now that the GTLS is recognized as an
approved service tool. more regions are
becoming open to initiating changes in
their service structure.
Regional assemblies seem to be one
of the first ideas that regions begin
implementing from GTLS. The reports
from regions that have held annual regional assemblies have been extremely
positive.
Regions that haven't yet held a regional assembly may feel awkward and
uncomfortable about doing so, but

there are a number of resources
throughout the Fellowsh ip that can be
called upon Regional delegates whose
regions have conducted assemblies
can offer insightful information prior to
the assembly. Also , there are many
members who either have world service
experience or are well-informed about it
and can help prepare or present information during the assembly.
Once a region decides to have a regional assembly, but before the assembly is held, the needs of the areas and
groups within the region with regard
to time, format, and length should be
determined . In most cases. regional
assemblies are held two to three
months before the World Service Conference. Most regions will need some
time for their members to review and
discuss the Conference Agenda Report before the assembly. Some may choose
to have in-depth workshops with the
GSRs in the region before the assembly in order to give the GS Rs a place to
ask questions about the CAR. Some
may plan a two-day assembly, the first
day of which is devoted to studying and
explaining the CAR , the second to

Picture this

Ever been away from your home area and visited an NA meeting? The posters
on the wall, the place where the coffeepot sits, the tables. the chairs, the literature- it all adds up to an atmosphere of recovery. And you thought NA meetings
were only held in church basements!

reaching a consensus on CAR issues.
After assessing the needs and desires
of areas and gro ups within a regi o n. it
should be easy to establish a fo rma t
that works for the reg io n.
When the time and length of a regional assembly have been determined. it will be necessa ry to find a
place to hold it. A centrally located
place within the regi o n is a good
choice because it should offer easy
access to all th e GSRs. If the assembly is a two-day event. it will be helpful to find a locatio n that offers affordable lodging for GS Rs who need to stay
ove rnight. 1\vo-day events may also
include dinner and a recovery meeting and/or seek assistance from th e
loca l fellowship in providing inform ati o n about local NA meetings and
events. Some larger regions may find
it more beneficial and cost-effective to
ho ld two region al assemblies in different locations rather than o ne centrally
located assembly.
A probl em that often arises is that
some groups cannot afford to pay their
own way to the assembly. To solve this
problem, some regions set aside fund s
to assist with accommodation costs.
Others find that it works better to have
areas assist with funding their GSRs;
some areas may even choose to ho ld
fund raisers for this purpose. As awareness of the regi onal assembly's impo rtance begins to grow within the region,
groups may decide to set as ide the
money to fund their own rep rese ntative to the assembly.
The next thing to decide will be the
format and structure of the eve nt.
Whatever type of sessio n-sma 11 working groups o r ope n forums- will best
promote open sharin g by th e partici pants is the one that should be used.
The parti cipants will also need to determine how their conscience is to be
measured simply through the RDs'
eva luation of t he discussion o r by a formal vote. Th e assembly may choose
to elect its Regional Delegate for the
following year at the beginning of th e
assemb ly so that perso n ca n begin
"training" during the asse mbly. With
some planning, so me of these decisions ca n be made prior to the assembly, but if a region is holding its first

assembly, it may need to leave certain
things ope n so the GSRs can work out
what they feel most com fo rtable with
at the assemb ly. Some regions may
choose to have a second assembly fo llowing the WSC. A post-co nference
assembly can give the RD an effective
way to info rm the groups about what
happened at t he conference, which in
turn will enable the GSRs to keep their
groups abreast o f world se rvice issues.
To some, the benefits of having a
regional assembly may not be clear at
first. To others , it's exciting to thi nk of
having an event where all the GSRs in a
region can come t ogether in unity to

work to establish a co llective conscience for the RD to share with the
world . It's impo rtan t to keep in mind
that structural changes on a regional
level ca n be ju st as difficult fo r the areas and groups as for the region itself.
There is no perfect sty le or form that
will fit every region As the regiona l
body com municates with its areas and
groups, an assembly that se rves the
needs of all participants will evo lve.
The WSC Policy Committee is in terested in hearing about your experiences
with implementing GTLS so that others
can gain insight fro m them. Write the
WSC Policy Committee do WSO. •:•

Growing
in Norway
By Eddie E, Norway
World Service Translation Committee Chairperson
often think about how it is for me to do service today and how it
was some yea rs ago. It fills me with gratitude and a sense of awe.
The changes in my life du e to the program o f NA a nd
doing service are eno rm ous. It has saved my life at least o nce a day I remember
how my life was in the years before I hit rock bottom with my addiction. And I on ly
have to take a look at my living room t ab le to gauge where I'm at today It's always
filled with service material , unfin ished assignments, and faxes from t he WSO translations department. I'm in my third year as a member of the World Service Tran slation Committee, and I feel blessed because I have been given the opportu nity to do
the kind of service I love t he most : translations of NA literature.
When I got clean. we had three groups in Norway-one in Oslo with two o r t hree
members, one in Horten with t hree o r four members, and o ne in Moss. where I live,
with about ten members. The person with the most clea n time in my home gro up
had about two years The first t ime I sat down wi th him after a meeting, I was
thinking , "Wow ! 1\vo yea rs, man' This mu st be the most serene and healthy man
I've ever met! " A couple of months later, he became my first sponsor.
More important t o this story, he was o ne of the peop le who took the initiative to
form an area service commi ttee. I went to the first ASC meeting and there we
form ed a loca l tran slati on committee. I jo in ed immediately. We had absolutely no
expe ri ence to lea n on at first. We just wanted to have some literature in Norweg ian
to put o n ou r tables . something we could read that everyone in our meetin gs would
understand. We wanted someth ing t hat would help us identify as part of t he NA
Fellowship-so mething that was o urs, and ours alo ne.
During the first yea rs of NA's existence in Norway, most of the regula r members
also went to meetings of another fellowshi p. This certainly colored ou r attitudes and
our way of th inking. But slowly, some of us stopped going to other fel lowships, and we
started to develop what I today call the genuine NA identity. (Speaking for myself, I
have nothing negative to say about any other fellowship But I belong in NA. I completely identi fy with what the Basic Text tells me about the disease of add iction. My
heart and soul belong to NA. I just wanted to mention that we struggled for ou r own
identity and to overcome the influence from other fellowships for a long time. )
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This is how it has been every time
we have established or tried to establi sh new se rvice areas. We have always
started from scratch. Sometimes we
did the right thing and gathered experience from more developed NA communities or WSO. Sometimes we tried
things without seeking out the experience of others; sometimes it worked
and sometimes it didn't Some of the
efforts we began failed more than once
due to poor planning or personality

I have had countless memorable experiences in service work, but I'd like
to share two very special ones.
After two years on the LTC, I received
a letter from the WSO one day I
opened it, and into my lap fell the first
four informational pamphlets translated into Norwegian I started to cry
for joy because , finally, here was the
result of two years of committee labor,
two years of discussion, anger, laughter, and doubts. I cried because I knew

"You can't be too selective about
who you do service with."
conflicts. But we have learned from
every mistake. Today we have working
subcommittees within all the usual areas of service, and they're stable.
I've personally experienced good
and bad things in service. Sometimes
my lack of humility has driven other
people away from doing servicesomething I regret deeply. One thing
I've learned is this: When you're trying
to stay clean and recover in a very small
fellowship, you can't afford to reject
people. You can't be too selective
about who you do service with. There
just aren't that many people around!
Your whole existence depends on staying together as a group. That's just how
it is trying to recover in a pioneer community. You just try to love the other
members to the best of your ability, no
matter how they act, what they say, or
what opinions they have about service.
You just have to try to accept the situation as it is, support each other as best
you can, and try to reach an agreement
on how to do service. The important
part is that we do it together My life has
depended on staying clean, and staying
clean has depended on me staying loyal
to my home group and doing service.
I stayed in the Norwegian translation
committee for four years, and I've done
lots of service in various positions, both
locally and at the world level.
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that these pieces of paper in my hand
represented another crazy addict I ike
me staying clean and finding recovery
in Narcotics Anonymous.
Not too much later, we received our
first shipment of IPs and we started to
pass them out to the groups. Then , in
August of that same year ( 1993), we had
our first NA convention in Norway.
Seventy-three members registered
This was the first major gathering of NA
members in Norway. Finally, we had
something that everyone in the room
could understand to put on our litera ture table. I don't think I'll ever forget
the joy I experienced and sensed in the
other members when they saw that we
actually had NA literature in our own
language. A number of our members
don't understand English very well, so
for them this was beyond joy. As one
put it, "Thank you. Now I understand
what's wrong with me." He had been
clean for almost a year.
I also worked in other areas of service during the time I was working with
our LTC. The need for services was
there, at both the group and area levels, but there weren't too many people
willing to or capable of doing the service required . Some of us had as many
as three or four different service positions at the same time. At one point I
found myself doing service as a

coffeemaker and treasurer in my home
group, as chairperson at the area, and
as secretary in the LTC. I don 't recommend this , but sometimes things like this
happen when an NA community is getting started
We just tried to get things done
somehow. And the miracle happened!
We stayed together and we sta rted to
grow-first as a group and then as an
area. The area committee almost collapsed at one point due to lack of support from the groups and some personality conflicts, but we worked it out, and
our groups started to multiply
Today we have twenty-two groups in
Norway And we're just about to experience a surge of growth! We survived
despite our initial problems, and today
our area is close to what I believe would
be ideal. Well, maybe not ideal , but
certainly more mature. We have a very
strong NA identity in Norway, too . Our
members are very attentive to applying the Twelve Traditions to their service work, and we see a rising awareness about the Twelve Concepts. Narcotics Anonymous is well-established
in Norway. It's here to stay!
My personal recovery and service
work took an unexpected turn when in
May 1995 I was appointed to the WSTC.
Doing this kind of service brought a
totally new dimension into my life and
recovery. I have met our worldwide fellowship in person-members from Israel, Brazil, the Philippines, Germany,
the USA, the United Kingdom, Australia.. .. Doing service at this level has
given me the opportunity to grow up
and live up to a potential I didn't even
know I had. This became very clear to
me as I presented the WSTC report in
front of some 300 fellow NA members
at WSC'97. I stood up at the podium
in front of all those people thinking,
"This is really me, giving a report in
English in front of the World Service
Conference of Narcotics Anonymous!"
Just a few years earlier, I was on skid
row in a very small village in Norway,
using every possible drug I could lay
my hands on.
Thank you for allowing me to do service, and thank you for saving my life. •:•

Giving
what I got
By Bean L. Massachusetts
WSC H&I Non-Voting Member
I got clean in a prison in Massachusetts. For years I often wondered how
that happened. even why it happened
I didn't really have a desire to stop using; I had tried many times over the
years to stop using and I had always
failed
I just accepted that I was an addict
and would use until they threw dirt in
my face. The last ten years of my active addiction were a horror show. I
was homicidal, suicidal, godless,
hopeless. and full of self-hatred I
hated what I had become. I didn 't
know anyone who was clean. and I had
never heard of Narcotics Anonymous.
I no longer wonder how or why I got
clean. Today I know. It's because some
NA members thought it was important
enough to bring an H&I panel into the
prison I was in and let me know there

was a better way of life and that I
didn't have to use anymore
That was thirteen years ago, and
I'm still clean and in recovery I'm a
grateful member of the WSC H&I
Committee. As a resu lt of doing H&I
service, both loca lly and at the world
level , my life has changed for the better. I have become a useful and productive member of society. I have
goals and aspirations Words can't
describe what it feels I ike to be a person with dignity and hope, when before I had neither.
As a result of doing H&I service,
I've met some wonderful people who
have opened their hearts and homes
to me. It's difficult to capture thirteen
years of H&I se rvice in a few paragraphs. I was lucky. My sponsor is an
H&I guy and most of my closest
friends in NA are also involved in H&I.
Everything I've learned in service has
made me the person I am today. I've
become a loving and caring personsomeone I never thought I could be. I
want to leave you with this: Remember, service to NA is service to yourself.·:·

1986

1996

40

90

Number of registered NA
groups in the US

7,6 38

12,938

Number of registered NA
groups outside the US

735

2,720

215.352

206,512

Number of IO-yea r bronze medal lions
sold by WSO

572

4,768

Approximate number of Starter Kits
sent out by WSO

900

1,000

Number of countries
with NA meetings

Number of English-language
Basic Texts sold by WSO

Number of different languages
in which Basic Text is pub lished

8

Number of registered attendees
at world convention

1600

7, 116

Amount of merchandise sold at
world convention

$41,556

$355,782

Sources: ( 1-7) 1986 and 1996 WSO Annual Report; (8-9) Wee Historical Data

The Malaysian
•
experience
By Ramli S. voting member
WSC Pl Committee
The thick prison wall stood very tall
and looked impossible to break through
I walked outside through the big steel
door, and a deep sense of gratitude came
into me. Two other NA members were
with me. A year before, they had been
incarcerated in this very same prison.
They heard the message of recovery from
an H&I effort in this prison . and are now
giving back what was given to them . We
had just finished our H& I meeting The
meeting began two years after our public information committee met with the
prison authority.
Our public information committee
was new at the time. and meeting with
the prison authority was one of our first
efforts . We be! ieved strongly that there
was a missing link between NA and the
public, especially when it came to the
professionals and organizations that
deal with addicts. Our objective was only
to inform these people and o rganizations
that NA exists and that add icts with a desire to stop using are welcome in NA It
sounded easy, but staying within our traditions and our country's laws at the same
time proved to be very challenging
Narcot ic s Anonymous in Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia. was made up of a very
sma ll group of recoverin g addicts. When
NA started in Malaysia about ten years
ago, our on ly meeting shifted fr9m one
place to another and existed in secrecy.
Back then, it was like an underground
movement. Every time we met. it was in
fear that Malaysian law en forcem ent
might apprehend us for holding an ill egal gathering (our law requi res an o rganization to register with the government
and meet certain terms and conditions) .
We couldn't do any formal Pl or H&I
work. Carrying the message was mainly
done by word of mouth among members
and close friends. NA was perceived as
either a religious program or some kind
of Western ideology I recall attending
the first NA meeting in Malaysia, afraid
of being with a group of addicts because
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this might attract the attention of the
police, and we might even be subjected to urine testing. Our law states
that anyone caught being an addict in
Malaysia will be subjected to two years
of compulsory rehabilitation in an institution and another two years of probation.
Despite the barriers and challenges
that we have to face, members who
stay with the program stay clean. The
local professionals are becoming more
and more curious about NA. In 1991,
an international convention on drug
abuse treatment and related services
was held in Kuala Lumpur. A representative from NA world services attended to present a paper. For the first
time, the worldwide Narcotics Anonymous program, adaptable to any culture and any language, was made
known to professionals in Malaysia
After the convention, the fellowship
started some formal service work. We
still kept a low profile About three
years ago, the NA Asia/Pacific Forum
was held here in Malaysia. and we had
the opportunity to learn from the experience of the fellowship about NA
service. We also took advantage of the
presence of WSC people to arrange a
meeting with some important people
who could assist us in our effort: the
vice president of the World Federation
of Therapeutic Communities, and others who have influence over government policies.
A group service committee was
formed shortly after that. Pl made a
move to introduce NA to the prison
director, and a few months after that
the first H&I meeting started in prison .
Since most of the addicts speak the local language, "Bahasa Malaysia," we
also started a meeting in that lan guage. Our Higher Power gave us the
courage to approach the director general of the Government Narcotics
Agency (the government agency responsible for rehabilitating addicts).
He was very receptive and invited us
to do a workshop presentation. I was
very grateful to be at the presentation .
More than sixty officers from throughout the country were there and they
were very receptive to Narcotics
Anonymous as a means for addicts to
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find recovery. Besides accepting Narcotics Anonymous themselves. they invited us to introduce NA to the addicts
under their care and offered to help us
start more meetings.
I hope that as NA grows in Malaysia
and Pl and H&I efforts continue here.
more addicts will get the NA message. I
pray that no addicts will die without having the opportunity to work the Twelve
Steps of Narcotics Anonymous •!•

Spotlight
on staff
Have you ever called or written the World Service Office? Or have you ever wanted
to call, but weren't sure you should? A lot of members wonder what the WSO does
besides ship literature. Some know what else the WSO does, but aren't sure which
staff person to ask for assistance when they call.
We thought it might help if we began introducing you to some of the staff at
WSO and describing their responsibilities. "Spotlight on staff" will be a regular
feature of the NA Way Magazine.
This month's staff member is Dee Joyce Price. She began working for WSO in the
fall of 1986. Hired as the receptionist. responsible for answering three incoming
telephone lines and greeting visitors, Dee found the position much to her liking.
"It was wonderful. Everybody hugs, and of course I liked that," she recalls.
Dee's responsibilities have grown a lot in her eleven years on staff. The WSf?
now has eight incoming phonelines. This might be an unmanageable number if
they all rang at once; thankfully, that rarely happens. Also. many callers choose to
go through the voice mail system . Dee checks all the incoming regular mail and
email to mailwso@aol.com She sends out all the H&I mailings and a great deal of
other mail such as overnight packages to trusted servants. Dee's voice is the one
callers hear on WSO's voice mail message.
She stays up to date on everyone's responsibilities and keeps track of the comings
and goings of all staff. so she can direct
callers to the proper place to get their
questions answered. Dee also answers a
lot of questions herself to help take some
o f the load off fellowship services. She
keeps an updated phoneline directory on
her desk so she can help callers find their
way to a locat NA meeting.
Dee's initial feelings about working for
WSO have changed only in that they've
grown stronger. The NA Fellowship has
become a second family to her, and she
loves it when they come to visit. So next
time you're in California, stop by. •!•

Convention
corner
Alternate merchandise stores
-a good thing gone bad?
For the last several years, we've all grown accustomed to seeing the words "Alternate Merchandise Store" on convention programs. It's become so routine to
most of us that it's no different from a recovery meeting, a dance, or a banquet. We
wait for the designated time on Sunday morning when the store will be operating,
and go in hopes of finding bargains or unique NA merchandise.
When it was first established as a common practice at the world convention, the
alternate merchandise store was intended to provide a place for areas and regions
to recapture funds that might otherwise remain trapped in boxes of leftover
T-shirts. The WCC wanted to eliminate, or least minimize, the old-fashioned "hallway sales" of NA merchandise. NA members responded positively to these alternate merchandise stores, lining up eagerly to wait for the stores to open . So, given
all these very good results, what could possibly be wrong?
As is often the case, what the alternate merchandise store started out to be at
the world convention and what it has wound up to be are very different things.
What happened at WCNA-26 in St. Louis in the alternate store gave us a very ugly
picture of a good thing gone wrong.
The process of trying to get all the vendors into the designated room progressed
rapidly into bedlam despite the fact that a structured system had been set up to
ensure that each vendor had a pre-reserved spot. It became dangerously possible
that someone could be hurt as some vendors pushed and shoved their way past
staff and security people who were attempting to check passes and direct people
to their spots . It was as poor an example of recovery in service as we have ever
seen . We'd like to think it was an isolated incident, but it seems that more and more,
behavior such as this is becoming the typical experience-not only for the world convention but for regional conventions that allow alternate merchandise stores.
What is it about this particular service opportunity that turns normally reasonable, step-practicing, text-quoting trusted servants into rude, intolerant. demanding maniacs? We do not want to unfairly depict members involved in alternate
merchandise sales. Unfortunately, the number of people who conform to this description seems to be growing each year.
We have reached a place where what was formerly considered a special opportunity for areas and regions is now considered an "inalienable right" available upon

demand. As a result. the WCC has
found itself between a rock and a hard
place. Our efforts have always been
directed at supporting NA members in
the desire to obtain leftover convention merchandise . In hindsight , it
seems that our efforts have resulted in
facility rules being stretched or broken,
union contracts being violated. and our
risk for liability increasing because of
some of the behavior associated with
alternate merchandise sales. In addition, the administrative burden placed
on wee by facilitating the alternate
store has now grown to the point where
it almost requires one staff person
dedicated solely to dealing with the
store. As if these problems weren't
enough, the alternate store has had a
deeply disturbing effect on attendance
at the Sunday morning recovery meeting. Though the store isn't scheduled
to open until after the close of the
meeting, some members skip the
meeting to begin lining up. Surely this
wasn't intended when the alternate store
idea was conceived'
We realize that many NA communities have come to depend on the alternate store to raise funds. but, in reality, this is not what it was created for.
It was created only for two purposes: first, to

diminish the "hallway sales" of merchandise
at the world convention, and second, to allow
NA communities to sell leftover merchandise.
Today there are NA communities that
create merchandise solely to sell it at
the world convention .
Clearly, the problems that have
arisen force the wee to at least be
more stringent in setting guidelines for
vendor participation in the alternate
store and, ultimately, to evaluate the
store's true benefit to the fellowship
We're sorry to say that if we felt we
could, in good conscience, eliminate
the alternate store right now, we would .
But experience has taught us to look
for ways to resolve issues by first reaching out to our members for assistance.
As you discuss this problem in your
service committee meetings, please
keep track of what members are saying
and forward those comments to us as
input. •!•
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CANADA
British Columbia: 22 May; Victoria Convention; Edelweiss Club.
Victoria ; info (250) 383-8331 or (250) 920-4015 or (250) 383-2499 or
(250) ?98-2051; email psmith@vanisle net

Hawaii: 3-5 Apr.; 14th Gathering of the Fellowship on Oahu: Camp
Mokuleia. North Shore. Oahu: info (808) 261-4272 : Gathering, 409A Kainalu Drive, Kailua. HI 96734

Manitoba: 12-14 June; Winnipeg Area Convention: Robert A Steen
Community Center. Winnipeg; info. (204) 489-6627

Idaho: 3-5 Apr.; Southern Ida ho Regional Convention : Best Western Burley Inn , Burley; rsvns: (208) 678-3601 : info (208) 862-3447 :
send speaker tapes to SIRCNA. Box 421. Burley, ID 83318

New Brunswick: 15- 17 May; Great Way to Freedom Area Convention : Keddy's Fort Howe Hotel. St Jo hn 's; rsvns : (506) 657-7320 or
(800) 561-7666
Ontario: 22-24 May: Ontario Regional Convention; Waterloo Inn ,
Waterloo; rsvns: (800) 361-4708; info (519) 766-4346 ; website
www.sentex.net/-orcna 11 /: emai l: o rcna I l@sentex.net; ORCNA 11 .
170 University Avenue West. Suite 12-267, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada
N2L 3E9

ITALY
Emilia Romagna: 1-3 May.; 15th Italian NA Convention: Hotel Splendid Suisse or Hotel Principe, Bellaria, Rimini; info 39/774/920776
or 39/55/284345 o r 39/2/5 461 348 or 39/337/333165; email
eeedo@tin .it

SWEDEN
Alvsborg: 3-5 Apr.: Sweden Regional Service Conference; Boras; info:
Service Conference. Box 7223, S-402 34 Goteborg, Sweden

UNITED STATES

2) 25-27 Apr: Washington/Northern Idaho Regional Convention:
Coeur d'Alene In n: rsvns : (208) 765-3200 o r (800) 251-7829: info
(206) 382-0534 or (509) 326-5394 o r (509) 484-1299 or (208) 7656192 or (206) 772-2595; WN I RCNA-13, Box I I 12, Hayden, ID 83835
Indiana: I 0-12 Apr.; Kentuckian a Regional Convention "A Vision of
Hope"; Evansvi lie Airport Marriott: rsvns : (812) 867-7999; info (812)
471-0277 or (812) 479-9612: KRCNA-12, Box 2569. Eva nsvi ll e. IN
47728-0569
2) 22-25 May; North Central Indiana Area Convention : Camp Mack.

Milford: info (616) 663-0267: email. jreese@rn indless corn
Kansas: 8-10 May; MoKan Area's "Dive;·si ty, Not Differences" Conve ntion : Mount Convention Center. Atchison; email .
Mhansen272@aol.com: info (913) 367-3610: Diversity, Not Differences. 714 N 3rd Street. Atchison. KS 66002

2) 3-6 July: Mid-America Region's 20th Annual Free Carnpout: Milford
Lake; in fo: (785) 825-6892: emai l : irnnna2 @rn idu sa net or
sharon .hill@greatbend corn
Louisiana: 22-24 May; 16th Louisiana Regional Convention: Holiday Inn Alexandria: info ( 318) 449-1778 or (318) 443-1500; LRCNA,
Box 442, Alexandria, LA 71309

Arizona: 22-2 4 May; 12th Arizona Regional Convention ; Ho liday Inn
Palo Verde, Tucson; rsvns. (520) 746-1161; info. (602) 285- 1947 or
(520) 745-6063; web site: http://tucson com/seazna/arcnaxii.html

Maine: 12- 14 June: Nature of Recovery; Winthrop; info: ( 207) 6239240: Unwashed Group, Box 120, Winthrop, ME 04364

Arkansas: 3-5 July; Central Arkansas Area Convention: Riverfront Hilton
Inn. North Little Rock: rsvns. (50 I) 371-9000: info. (50 I) 988-1846

Maryland: 27-29 Mar.; Chesapeake/Potomac Regional Convention ;
Ocean City Co nvention Center. Ocean City; email : Metric@trnn.com

California: 10- 12 Apr.; 7th Annua l Southern California Regional Spring
Gathering: Marriott. Manhattan Beach: rsvns: (310) 546-7511: info: (7 14)
639-1022 or (310) 438-8191; before 15 Dec. 1997 send speaker tapes to
Spring Gathering, Box 2783, Orange, CA 92859-0783
2) 12- 14 June: California Mid-State Regiona l Convention: Best Western Stockton; rsvns (209) 931-3131 ; info (209) 466-9342 or (209)
664-0752

Connecticut: 5-7 June: Greater Waterbury Area Family Carnpout;
Lone Oaks Campground, Canaan ; info: GWANA Family Carnpout,
Box 1075, Woodbury, CT 06798
Florida: 24-26 Apr.; Conch Republic Area's Retreat "Recovery in Paradise 6"; Knights Key Campground, Mile Marker47. Marathon Key; info:
(305) 294-6435; Retreat. 713 Elizabeth Street, #2, Key West. FL 33040
2) 2-5 July; Florida Regional Convention ; Hyatt Regency, Tampa City
Center; rsvns: (813) 225- 1234

Georgia: 17- 19 Apr.; "Hawg-ln '98" 13th Anniversary Cam pout; Tifton;
info (912) 382-0291; email: vwb@planttel.net
2) 17- 19 Apr.; Coastal Area's "Carrying the Message 4"; Ramada Inn ,
Statesboro; rsvns. (912) 764-6121; info. (912) 764-6939
3) 30 Apr. - 2 May; North Atlanta Area's Fun in the Sun Weekend;

Panama City; info: (770) 860-1646 or (770) 448-9254; send speaker
tapes to: PC Weekend. Box 95270, Atlanta, GA 30347
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2) 6-8 Nov.: Ocean Gateway Area Convention. Ocean City; info: (410)

208-2709; ema il jutes@ juno corn : OCANA, Box 112, Berlin , MD 21811
Massachusetts: 13- 15 Nov.; South Shore Area Convention "Surrender to Serenity"; Sheraton Inn. Plymouth: rsvns (508) 747-4900; info :
(781) 878-6358: email: KSTC3@aol.com ; se nd speaker tapes to:
SSACNA-2, Box 4631 , Brockton, MA 02402
Michigan: 9-12 Apr.; Detroit Area Convention; Westin Hotel. Detroit; rsvns: (800) 228-3000; info (3 13) 361-9719 or (313) 925-4613 ;
DACNA, Box 32603, Detroit, Ml 48232
Minnesota: 22-25 May; Up North Unity Weekend; Fair Hills Resort,
Detroit Lakes; info: (701) 235-09 18; UMR Activities , Box 174, Fargo,
ND 58 104
Missouri: 12-14 June; Show-Me Regiona l Convention "Breaking
Through Our Walls"; St. Louis Marriott West; rsvn s (800) 352-1175 ;
info: (314) 664-6403 or (314) 773-3517 or (3 14) 367-8442 or (314)
382-0063; SMRCNA- 13, Box 30570, St. Louis. MO 63116
2) 24-26 July; Ozark Area's 19th Annual High on Life Picnic; Bucksaw Resort. Clinton; info: (417) 782-3298 or ( 417) 781-9420 or (417)
624-2630 o r (417) 626-3804; Picnic, Box 2923, Jopli n, MO 64803

Nevada: 9- 12 Apr.; Southern Nevada Regiona l Convention; Rivi era
Hotel and Casino, Las Vegas; rsvns: (800) 634-3414; hotel fax: (702)
794-9410; info: (702) 631-2700 ; emai l: Duckrnan2l@aol.com or
McStyle829@aol.com; SNRCNA-12, 4542 E. Tropicana Ave., Ste. IO I .
Las Vegas. NV 89121

New Jersey: 22-24 May; 13th New Jersey Regional Convention;
Woodbridge Hilton, lselin ; rsvns (732) 494-6200; info: (732) 7275603 or (732) 574-0840 o r (609) 259-0006 o r (908) 241-077 l ; NJRC.
Box 7274, Colonia, NJ 07067

2) 12-14 June; United Area Convention; Governor Morris Inn,
Morri stown; email: IBreisblat@aol.com
New York: l 2- l 4 June; Greater New York Regional Convention "Freedom XII I"; Concord Resort Hotel. Kiamesha Lake; rsvns: (800) 4313850; info (212) 242-8140; GNYRC. 154 Christopher Street, New
York, NY 10014
2) 25-26 July; ABCD Area Convention; Omni Hotel, Albany; info:

(518) 433-1380; ABCD-ACNA, Box 71, Albany, NY l 220 l
North Carolina: 3-5 Apr.; Greater Charlotte Area Convention "Bound
for Freedom"; Sheraton Airport Plaza. Charlotte; rsvns: (704) 3921200; info: (704) 525-8527 or (704) 535-7899; Bound For Freedom,
Box 32262, Charlotte, NC 28232
2) l 7- l 9 July; New Hope Area Convention; Omn i Durham Hotel,

Durham; rsvns: (800) THE-OMNI ; info: (9·19) 560-7456 or (919) 4791225
Ohio: 3-5 July; Dayton Area Convention; Crowne Plaza Hotel , Dayton ; rsvns: (937) 224-0800 or (800) 2CROWNE; info: (937) 256-2948
o r (937) 237-0037; emai l: DASCNACCll @aol.com; DASCNACC-2, cJ
o Cash land Box 578, 3470 Sa lem Ave., Dayton. OH 4)406
Oklahoma: 3-5 Apr.; Oklahoma Regional Convention ; Adams Mark
Hotel. Tul sa; info: (405) 947-3757; ema il: a&model l@busprod com;
OKRCNA-12, Box 94, Sand Springs, OK 74063
Oregon: l 5-17 May; Pacific Cascade Regional Convention ; The Inn
at the Seventh Mountain, Bend; rsvns (800) 452-6810; info (541)
44 7-1361 or (54 l) 388-3278 or (54 l) 382-8583; PCRCNA-6, Box 6538,
Bend, OR 97708
Rhode Island: 31 July - 2 Aug.; Greater Providence Area Convention ; Providence Marriott; rsvns (401) 272-2400; info: (401) 421 0553 or(40l) 722-281 l or (401) 454-6870; GPANA, Box 28124, Providence, RI 02908
Tennessee: 24-26 Apr.; Recovery on the Ridge; Big Ridge State Park.
Andersonville; info: (800) 249-00 l 2; ROR-4, Box 864, Knoxville, TN 3790 l
Texas: 10-12 Apr.; Lone Star Regional Convention; The Harvey Hotel, Irving; rsvn s: (972) 929-4500; info: (972) 245-8972 or (800) 7478972; LSRCNA, l 510 Ra ndolph #205, Carrollton, TX 75006

2) l 5-l 7 May; 59th Texas Unity Convention ; Redwood Lodge, Lake
Whitney; rsvns: (817) 694-34 l 2
3) June (exact date TBA); Central Texas Area Convention; Doubletree
Hotel, Austin ; rsvns: (512) 454-3737; info: (512) 331-784 l ; CTANAC.
815-A Brazos St. #487, Austin, TX 78701
4) 2-4 Oct .; Best Little Regiona l Convention; Abi lene; info: (915)
672-9344 o r (915) 673-0 180 or (91 5) 658-3 429 or (9 15) 695-4600

Utah: 24-26 July; 15th Annual Utah Campvention; Mukuntuweep
RV Park and Campground, 1/ 4 mile east of entrance to Zion National Park on Hwy. 9; info: (80 l) 957-0320 or (80 l) 265-0856
Washington: 3-5 July; WA-RI-Kl Freedom Retreat; info: (360) 2564467 ; send speaker t apes t o : WA-RI-Kl, 8002 NE Hwy. 99 #606,
Vancouver, WA 98665
Wyoming: 2-4 July; West ern States Unity Conventio n; Casper; info:
(307) 638- 1144; send speaker tapes to: WSUC- 13, Program Committee, 900 Morningside Drive, Cheyenne. WY 82001

WSO PRODUCT UPDATE
NEW ITEMS

Nederlands I Ps
Price US$0.20 In quantity of I 00 or more, US$0. l8
IP#!

Item #NL-3101

Wie, Wat, Hoe en Waarom
IP #5

Item #NL-3 l 05

fen Andere Kijk
IP #6

Item #NL-3 l 06

Herstel en Terugval
IP #7

Item #NL-3 l 07

Ben ik een verslaafde?
!P#8

ltem#NL-3108

Alleen Voor Vandaag
IP #11

Item #NL-3111

Sponsorschap
!P#l4

Item#NL-3114

De Ervaring van een verslaafde
met Acceptatie, Vertrouwen
en Commitment
!P#l6

Voor

Item #NL-3116

de Nieuwkomer

!P#l9

Item #NL-3119

Zeffacceptatie
IP #22

Item #NL- 3122

Welkom bij
NA-Anonieme Verslaafden
!P#23

Item #NL-3 123

Clean Blijven
in

de Buitenwereld

Bengali IP #1
~~~~~CCfiif
ltem#BE-310 I
Price US$0.20 In quantity of 100 or more, US$0.18

Portuguese
It Works, How and Why,

lsto Resulta: Como e Porque
Item #P0-1140

Price US$7. 30
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